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HELLO

It Is nice to meet you

We are Lindsey and Matt   





The strength that you have already shown

in the decision you have made to carry

your child and go through with the

adoption process shows that you too are a

strong individual. The strength that it will

take to have your child and let them go is

immense and it is our hope that faith will

get you through it, faith in us, faith in the

commitment that we make to you that we

will raise your child in the best loving home

that we can provide. This whole process

rides on the faith we have in one another.

So, thank you for the love that you have for  

your child and the love you have to let

them go. Thank you for the strength that

you have to be able to do this. We hope

that you will have faith in us to be the right

adoptive parents for your child. We

promise to love your child and be strong

for them as they become our child.

Lindsey & Matt

On this journey through the adoption

process, we find ourselves thinking about

what it will take for us to be parents and

what is involved as a birth parent. We try

to imagine what it would be like to walk

another’s path and see the journey from

both sides. We keep coming back to three

traits, love, strength and faith. The

journeys that have brought all of us to this

moment in time are carried by love. Matt

and I are wanting to share our life and give

our love to a child. We think that love has

gotten you to this place as well to be able

to bring your child into this world and let

them go for a chance at a different life. We

see that as the ultimate gift of love for

which we will be forever grateful. It will

take strength as well, as we do not take

this process lightly, we know that we will

have to be strong during this process for

you and for your child. 

With Great Love & Appreciation,

LOVE, STRENGTH AND FAITHWhat we think it will take



OUR STORY
This is

 ranch overlooking the beautiful valley

where we both grew up. In 2017 we

moved to our current house and

started creating a home together. We

have two cats that rule the roost and

our hearts. Matt loves to be on his

tractor lawnmower or in a kayak in the

summer and I like to work in our

gardens and ride my bikes. We both

still work in the ski industry and skiing

is still our main activity in the winter.

We have a lot of love in our home and

in the life we have created together

but have so much more love to share

and want to start a family of our own.

We met in 2010 teaching children to

ski in a kid's ski school in Colorado.

The introduction was slow to start

during the winter season but by the

beginning of summer we were dating.

We lived in a high altitude mountain

town   the first six years of our

relationship and our dating years were

filled with camping in the wilderness of

Colorado and  skiing together at our

home mountains and across the West.

We have traveled a bit but kept busy in

Colorado, rafting, kayaking, going to

concerts, palling around with a very

close group of friends and spending

lots of time with our families. We got

married in the  summer of 2016 at a  





WE have so much love to share



WHY
we are adopting

We have always wanted a child and thought that it would all fall in

the order of getting married and then having a baby. It was

something we had talked about and both wanted to do together.

As we encountered fertility issues, we really had to evaluate if

becoming parents was something that we really wanted. After

going through our IVF failure, the answer for us was still a

resounding YES, we wanted a child. This is now an active choice

that we get to make and we have wholeheartedly chosen this path

to parenthood through adoption. We are committed to doing the

work of being adoptive parents . Like the rest of us we do not

know what the future holds but we will be there for your child as

they grow up and will support their social and emotional

development through our love and all the resources we have. We

are pro therapy, emotional exploration and finding the ways and

means to do that in safe and supportive ways. This will be a

continued journey for us and your child during their growing years

and beyond and we are up to the task. We hope that you can see

that in us and would be honored to be chosen as the adoptive

parents for your child.

 

 



Lindsey
Meet

some parts of this World but there is always

more to see. I started working with kids when I

was twelve years old through babysitting and

then working at a summer day camp and

eventually teaching kids how to ski. I knew from

a young age that I wanted to have children, it

has always been a an innate truth I have  known

about myself. But life has a funny way of not

going the way you thought it would. After Matt

and I got married I thought we would have a

baby. What I thought would be the next step

has turned into a multi-year journey to have a

child. I feel very fortunate for the life I have, I

love where I live, I have a fulfilling work life, I am

supported by a wonderful husband and close

knit family and so many loving and caring

friends. I am patient and this process has

taught me so much about myself and what I

value. I have an open heart for this next step in

my life. I am hopeful and ready to share all my

love.

I was born in the mountains of Colorado and I

am my parent’s one and only child. I have a big

imagination that was fostered by my parents

and my education. I was a girly girl as a young

child and some of those girly tendencies remain

with me to this day. I love things that sparkle

and anything in miniature. The small town I

grew up in gave me a wonderful group of

friends that are still a part of my life today. My

mother was a ski instructor and as a kid my

daycare and extracurricular activity was skiing.

It grew within me a wonderful lifelong love of

the outdoors. There is not much out there that

is better than being out in the mountains skiing

and exploring on a sunny day. I am so fortunate

that I have gotten to experience that wonder

most of my life. As a young woman coming

from a small town and with a big imagination, I

had hopes and dreams of seeing the world. I

went to the University of Colorado at Boulder

and studied abroad in Spain.  I have been able

to explore 



Some of my
favorite things...
- cooking - crafting - 

- skiing - biking -
- spending time with

family & friends

A Motto that really Resonates with Me is, "Leave it Better Than you Found it" 



Some of my
favorite things...
camping - kayaking 

- grilling - concerts -
MountainBiking - skiing



Matt
Meet

wheelchair. Matt has always been a caring

and supportive big brother to Corey. Much

of Matt’s patience and kindness developed

as a result of having his brother and our

family face numerous challenges over the

years. Matt’s college years were spent in

Durango, Colorado attending Fort Lewis

College earning a degree in History of

Southwest Studies. He made many lifelong

friends while in college that also became

extended family to us. Matt and Lindsey

were married in August of 2016. They met

and both continue to work in the ski

industry doing what they love. They share a

beautiful home and look forward to raising

their family there.

Matthew was born in the mountains of

Colorado and has grown up on the Western

Slope of Colorado. Because of this, he was

afforded the opportunity to be involved in

many outdoor activities. Our family leads

an active lifestyle enjoying skiing, hiking,

camping, river rafting and boating. He was

raised in a close-knit family having his

maternal grandparents close by and a tight

knit supportive circle of family friends.

Those friends continue to be a part of Matt

and Lindsey’s life today. His brother, Corey,

was born when Matt was three years old.

Corey was diagnosed with a progressive

neuromuscular disease that would

eventually have him using a power 

 by his Mom Janet



known her. She always seems to know what

to do when kids are around. More recently

we have had increased time with kids

because all of our friends are having kids.

Lindsey is always happy to play with the

toddlers or hold a baby. I see in her a gentle

nurturing that makes me excited to finally

see her as a Mom. 

LINDSEY
in Matt's words

Lindsey is an amazing wife, she is the glue

that holds our home together, she is my

north star providing direction and

reassurance when I need it most. She is

smart, funny, patient and caring all great

traits that I know will serve her well as a

Mother. Lindsey has worked with kids

through childcare for as long as I have  



Matt
in Lindsey's words

 fall in love with him so easily. His patience

and kindness towards the kids that he

teaches is so sweet and he has a quiet

strength behind him. Matt is going to be an

amazing father. He has so much love and

knowledge to share that the child that we

get will be so lucky to have Matt as their

Dad!

Matt is steadfast and loyal and I am so

lucky to have him as my husband. He is my

life long ski buddy and confidant. We love

laughing together and listening to music. I

do not know many people that get to see

their significant other work with kids while

they are dating, I got to see it first hand and

that is  one of the things that let me





HOME
 

our

Meet Winnie & Thea 

 property when we have BBQs at the house

in the summer. Lindsey keeps a few small

gardens around the house and loves

growing colorful flowers and veggies. The

yard has lots of trees that the cats love to

climb. There are four apple trees that

usually yield lots of apples in the fall. It is

the perfect space for us and we know it will

be a great place to raise a child.

These two are an integral part of our home.

Thea is never far away and is always happy

to greet you. Winnie is a little more elusive

but once you have her heart she  is a loyal

companion.  They love to lounge around

the house and chase each other through

the yard . 

We live in a house that was built by Matt’s

Dad for his maternal grandparents, John

and Marie, when they moved to Colorado

after Corey’s diagnosis. It is in a quiet

neighborhood, our house situated on an

acre and a quarter of land. The cats love to

run around the house and the yard. Matt

loves to ride his tractor/mower around  to

get his home projects done. Matt is known

to our friends’ little ones as ‘Tractor Man’

and  enjoys giving them rides around the



OUR FAMILIES
Meet

We were both born and raised on the Western Slope of the Colorado

Rockies because both of our families were drawn from opposite sides of

the country to this place. Matt’s family, his parents Janet and Bob and

his maternal grandparents came to Colorado by way of New York.

Lindsey’s parents, Margaret and Doug came from Virginia and California

respectively and met here in the Mountains. The draw to the  Colorado

Rockies  is what brought them all here and the magic of the mountains is

what kept them here to find their forever Colorado homes. Although

Matt and I grew up one town away from each other, none of us knew one

another until Matt and I met teaching at ski school. Once our families

met, there was an ‘instant’ connection because there was so much

common ground, many mutual friends and lots of shared experiences

from ‘back in the day’. Over the decade plus that we have been together

our families continue to somehow get closer. We all get along, which we

know can be rare and really see it as a blessing. We spend our holidays

together, ski together and raft our local rivers together. We are so

fortunate to have our families close. We also have had  their

unconditional support on this journey to have a child. We have some very

excited grandparents ready and waiting. Any child we are blessed to 

 receive will be a gift to us but that child will also have the gift of our

families bestowed on them. 



Our Families are our Support System and the backbone to everything we do.  



our

Traditions  

have to be peeled and cleaned on the spot

and everyone goes home with bags of

prepped chilis to be used in sauces, salsas

and stews. The best way to eat a chili is

right out of the roaster, peeled and tossed

on a tortilla with cheese that is melted with

a blow torch. It is the best! Every season

has its traditions, camping in the summer

and spending time on the river. We harvest

the gardens and make pickles and jams in

the fall. In the winter we ski and go on the

occasional hut trip into the back country to

enjoy the mountains in a whole new way.

We cut our christmas trees right from the

forest every holiday. Spring is a time for

travel and for planting our gardens and

looking forward to the summer ahead. All in

all there is always something to look

forward to and we hope that we can show

your child all that our life has to offer.  

Family Traditions: We spend Easter,

Christmas and Thanksgiving with both

sides of the family, spending time and

sharing meals together. Everyone loves to

cook in our families so experimental

recipes are right there on the table with the

traditional favorites. The Fourth of July is

another highlighted holiday that is

celebrated together with our families and

friends. We raft our local rivers on The

Fourth, red, white and blue attire is always

encouraged and there is always a barbecue

afterwards. Matt’s Father and my Mom are

avid master gardeners, with all households

planting, growing and harvesting any

number of vegetables and wonderful

flowers all season long. Matt and I were

gifted a chili roaster in 2017 and continue a

long-standing annual Chili Roasting Party in

September with friends and family to

celebrate the harvest. We roast chilis that



Our Traditions are formed around our Friends, Family and the outdoors. 



our

Community 

We live in an amazing mountain community. Living near world class

ski resorts has its perks. We are rugged and rural but we still have

access to many cultural events, art, top notch music, and wonderful

outdoor spaces. The towns around us are also known to host world

class events that we get to be a part of. Every season is celebrated

in our community in different ways. From community nights every

month, outdoor summer concerts and festivals and winter events

on the mountains. The main attraction of our home is the outdoor

space it provides for the people that live here and visit. Whether we

are skiing in the mountains, biking on the trails or rafting on the

rivers we take full advantage of what this place has to offer. We both

grew up in these small mountain towns and have strong ties to our

community. It is not a rare event to see someone you know at the

store or running errands. Our extended network of friends and

support here is vast. There are so many people ready and waiting to

help us welcome a child into our home and into our community. 



Our Community, Extended Family and Friends  



Thank you for your
Time and

consideration, We
wish you all the

Best in this Journey
you are on. We hope

we can be invited
on it with you. 







“Children need
two things. One is

roots and the
other is wings.”


